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AIR-SPEED INDICATORS 
By FRANKLI N L . HUNT 
INTRODUCTION 
This repor t is Section III of a series of reports on aeronautic instruments (Technical Reports 
Nos. 125 to 132, inclusive) prepared by the Aeronautic Instruments Section of the Bureau of 
Standards under research authorizations formulated and recommended by the SubcommiLtee 
on Aerodynamics and approved by the ational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Much 
of the material contained in this report was made available through the cooperation of the 
War and Navy Departments. 
TYPES OF AIR-SPEED INDICATORS 
The air-speed indicator, as its name implies, is an instrument which shows the speed of air-
craft relative to the air . It gives the speed with reference to the ground only when no \vind is 
blowing. The orclinary air-pressure type is also used as a buoyancy meter to warn the aviator 
when he is approaching the stalling speed at which flight can no longer be sustained, or, in 
rapid descent, when the air speed is becoming excessive. 
The most usual forms of air-speed inclicator, the Pitot and Venturi types, depend for their 
action on the pressure difference developed in suitably constructed pressure nozzles by their 
motion relative to the air. These pressures vary with the speed of the airplane in a manner 
which may be definitely determined for each form of nozzle. 
The complete instrument consists of two parts, the pres ure nozzle, which is located or(li-
narily on one of the outer struts of the airplane well outside of the propeller slip stream, and 
the indicator, in effect a sensitive pressure gage, which is fastened to the instrument board in 
the body of the airplane. The pressure nozzle and indicator are conpected by metal tubing, 
which runs along the strut and the edge of one of the wings. 
Pressure nozzles commonly used are of two types, (1) Pitot nozzles in which pressures 
greater than those of the surrounding atmosphere are deyeloped by the impact of the air at 
the open end of a straight tube pointed in the dir ction of motion, and (2) Venturi nozzles in 
which pressures less than those of the surrounding atmosphere are obtained by the ru h of air 
through the throat of a double-coned suction nozzle. In somc case the Pitot and Venturi are 
combined so as to add the effects of both. 
The pressure developed by the Pitot tubes is expre sed by the relatioll 
. 1 V P="2 p 2 
In which p is the pressure 
p is the density of the ail' 
and V the speed. 
Numerical relationships between air speed and the pre sure 
shown in figure 2. 
(1) 
developed by Pitot nozzles are 
3 
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Venturi nozzles are also designed to give pressure which vary a the air density and the 
square of the velocity over the ordinary range of airplane speeds. 
The above equation may be expre ed in the more general form 
p= Kp V2 (2) 
The coefficient K is dim en ionless, and it value is con equently independent of the system 
of units chosen, provided the units are con istent. In the ca e of Venturi tube , however, the 
value of the coefficient depend upon the form of the tube, and at low speeds is also dependent 
upon the speed. Numerical relation hip between air speed and the pressure differences devel-
oped by variou types of Venturi nozzles ar shown in figure 4. 1 
ince the readings of in truments of the pre ure type are directly proportional to the 
density of the air, they read correctly for a sp cilic den ity only. The standard density now 
commonly used in aerodynamics i .001223 gms/cm3, corresponding to the density of dry air at 
a temperature of J5°.6 C. under a pressure of 760 mm. of mercury. 
In practice, arrangemen ts must also be made to determine the static pressure at the poinL 
where the Pitot or VenLur! nozzle i placed.. For this purpose a tube closed. at its leading end 
and with a concentric ring of man hole or narrow lots at the ide is used. This tube is 
pointed in Lhe direction of motion, so that the rush of air past the openings at the side of the 
tube is at right angles to these openings. The static pre sure within the tube is in this manner 
maintained the arne a that of the undisturbed air without. In nozzles where both Pitot and 
Venturi tube are used the static head is eliminated. 
The indicator proper, or pressure-mea uring element, con ists ordinarily of one or more 
corrugated metal capsules inclosed in an air·-tight ca e or of an air-tight ca e separated by a 
membrane of Tubber or loped fabric into two air-tight chambers. The dynamic opening of the 
pressure nozzle is connected to the capsule, or in the rubber or doped fabric diaphragm-type to 
one of the air-tight chambers. The static opening is connected to the air-tight case, or in the 
membrane disphragm-type to the econd air-tight chamber. I n Pitot-Venturi instruments 
the Pitot is connected to the ca e or one of the air-tight chambers and the Venturi to the other, 
no static head being u ed. The differen tial pre sure developed in the pressure nozzles cau es 
the diapllTagms to expand or contract, according to the magnitude and dir'ection of the exce 
pressure. This motion is carried by a suitable transfer mechani m to a pointer and indicates 
the corresponding speed on a dial. . 
Other types of air-speed indicators have been suggested and used to a limited extent. 
Instrument depending on the pressure developed on a flat plate at right angles to the dir'ection 
of motion have been used. In these the plate is attached to a lever whose motion is resisted by 
a spring. The amount of displacement of the lever, which is a measure of the air' peed, is indi-
cated by the motion of a pointer attached dir'ectly to the lever or through the intermediary of 
a sector and pinion. These instruments aTe ordinarily mounted on one of the struts of the 
air'plane and read by the pilot at that eli tance. Although light and compact in arrangement 
and of a simple construction, they are not so accurate as the best indicators of the pressure-head 
typc. In truments of this type obey the p V2 law, for which the above-mentioned formula (2) 
applies. 
Instruments of the anemometer type have been extensively used in Germany. In these the 
air speed is determined by the rate of revolution of a cup anemometer, which i attached to a 
tachometer or rate-oE-rcvolution indicator. These in truments are also self-contained and are 
located on a strut of the airplane, from ,vhich position they are read at a distance by the pilot. 
Instruments of the anemometer type with di tant control have also been suggested. In this 
form Lhe anemometer alone is located on the strut. Wir'es lead from it to the indicator which 
is on the insLrument board in the fu cill.ge. The peed of rotation of the tachometer element of 
I b'or n dclailed discussion of lhe lheory of Pilot and Venturi tubes see Annual Heport 01 the! ational Advisory Committee for Aeronantics 
1915, Report No.2 by W. 11. Herschel and E. Buckingham .. \Iso see Reporl 01 Nntional Advisory Committee 101' Aeronantics 1918, No. 31, 00 
the Developmcnt 01 Air Speed ' oz7.les, by A. F. Zahm. 
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the indicator is maintained the same a that of the anemometer by a ynchl'onizing COlUlUuLaLOl 
connected to the anemometer spindle. The energy required to drive the indicator is supplied 
from a battery or generator. Only the energy required to overcome friction is taken from Lhe 
rotating anemometer it eH. 
Air-speed indicator of the anemometer type give the actual air speed at all altitudes, since 
their indication are practically independent of the density of the air. Their behavior may be 
explained in an elementary manner by a uming the motion to depend 
only upon the forces acting on the cups a and b, who e axes are prepen- v- v 
dicular to the direction of motion, the effect of the cups in other posi-
tions being con idered negligible. 
If Vis the velocity of the wind and v the linear velocity of the cup, 
the velocity of the air relative to cup a i evidently V +v and that 
relative to cup b, V -v. Knowing the density of the air p the coefficient V+v_ 
6f air re i tance lea and lCb for the cups a and b, the cenLral cross ection 
~ b 
R 
of the cup A, and the radius R from the axi to the center of the cups, neglecting friction, the 
driving couple is 
(3) 
and the re i ting couple 
kapA(V+v)2R (4) 
The speed of rotation of the cup will increa e un til the e couple are equal; that i , until 
lebpA( V -v)3R = leapA( V +v)2R (5) 
Assuming lca =0.033 and kb =0.019, as determined by R enard 
£=3.5 
v 
The ratio £ is independent of the density of the air and hence of the altitude. 
v 
(6) 
Experiments have been carried out in the Aerodynamic Laboratorie at GotLingen, in 
Germany, which show that thi ratio i practically constant over the range of ,elocitie ordi-
narily experienc d in airplane fljght. For air den itie up to an altitude of 5,000 meters and 
velocities above 100 kilometer per hour the varia tion of the ratio F icon iderably less than 
v 
1 per cent. 
Effort have III 0 been made to determine air peed by the rate of flow of air LhrouCYh a 
suitably con tructed flow meter. Experimen tal in trument of thi type have been made which 
consist of an au·-tight cylindrical chamber with a r adial vane, rotatable about the axi of the 
cylinder. Air from a pre sure nozzle similar to a Pitot nozzle i conducted into the chamber 
between the radial vane and a fi.xed radial partition 0 a to rotate the vane in oppo ition to a 
re trailling hau' pring by an amount depending on the pre ure. The au' flow out of the 
in trument by way of the clearance b tween the vane and the end of the cylinder, which 
clearance is varied in a predetermined manner by uitable cam urfaces on the in ide of the end 
of the cylinder so as to give the in trument a ulliform au'-velocity cale. 
mall propeller or helical air crew mounted on a trut of the airplane and connected to an 
indicating tachometer on the in trument board by electrical commutators have also been tried. 
In another tYI e the rotation of the propeller i 1'e i ted by prings, so that the re ultant 
motion is limited to a fraction of one revolution. By a suitable transfer mechanism this motion 
i transmitted to the indicator, which i directly connected to the propeller upport. The 
instrument is mounted on a strut and read by the pilot at a di tance. It ha also been pro-
posed to use a propeller to operate a mall magneto, the current from which is conducted by 
wires to an indicating galvanometer on the in trument board. The po ibilityof lip entering 
a a eli turbing factor has to be con idered in an in trument of Lhi type, ince an appreciable 
amount of energy i taken to operate the indicating element. 
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Hot-wire anemometers have also been designed in which the cooling effect of a stream 
of air on an electrically heated wire grid is taken as a measure of the air speed.2 The amount 
of energy dissipated from such a grid is found to be directly proportional (1) to the temperature 
difference between the grid and its surroundings (2) to the square root of the velocity and 
(3) to the square root of the density of th airstream. Consequently, if the grid is openly 
exposed to the full wind stream it is insensitive at the higher velocities. This difficulty has been 
overcome in a recently proposed device in which the grid is inclosed in a stream-line envelope 
provided with a perfol'ated plug at the incident end. The velocit.y of the air which passe the 
grid is 1.h<.'1'01>y greatly reduced and the s<.'nsi1.iv<.'ne s of 1.h0 in trumenL at high velocities mark-
B 
c 
G 
FIG, l.-Pitot nozzles 
edly increased. By varying the size of the perforations in the plug the in trument can be made 
sensitive for the desired range of velocities. The grid is maintained at a constant temperature 
of from 200° to 300°C. above that of the air stream by balancing it on a bridge. The air velocity 
i found by the energy dissipated by the grid. The device is complicated and not uited for 
ordinary u e for determining the speed of aircraft, but might be u ed in performance te ts. 
Since the readings of the instrument are proportioned to the square root of the product of the 
den ity and the ,elocity and not of the density and the square of the velocity, the device is not a 
direet reading buoyancy meter a i the Pitot or Venturi meter of 'the ordinary type. It is also 
evident that a determination of the air den ity is nece sary before the velocity can be found 
'See also, On some proposed electrical metbods of recording gas now in cbannels and pipes based on tbe linear bot·wire anemometer, by L. V. 
King, Journal Franklin Institute, August, 1916, p. 191. 
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DESCRIPTION OF TYPICAL INSTRUMENTS 
ozzles.-A group of typical Pitot nozzles is hown in figure 1. A is an early type of 
BriLish nozzle and B an early type nozzle of American manufactlU'e. The dynamic openings 
are at the extreme outer ends of the tubes. Each is provided with a hood, behind which the 
static tube terminates. A slight suction i produced by these hood , so the tubes are strictly 
speaking not simple Pitot tubes. C is a German Pitot nozzle. Thi consists of a tube about 
seven-eighths of an inch in diameter and 5 inches long. The dynamic opening is at the rounded 
end. The nozzle tapers sharply at Lhe trailing end. The static openings are in the depressed 
ring or groove in the side of the tube about 1 inch back from the open end. The tubing which 
connects the nozzle to the indicator is clo cd in a tream-line casing. D is an American nozzle 
in which the dynamic and static heads are separate tubes about one-folU'th inch in diameter. 
These are bent upward at a sharp angle to 
prevent the accumulation of water in the 
/2 tubes. The static head ha a series of fine 
concentric holes in the "ide of the tube. E i 
1/ 
a Pitot nozzle of Briti h de ign in which the 
dynamic and static tubes are concentric, the 10 
dynamic tube being inside of the static tube. 
The dynamic opening is at the extreme end 9 
of the tube. The concentric ring of holes in 
the static tube can be seen at the side about l..B 
2 inches from the end. F is a tandard British ~ tl 
Pitot nozzle. The tatic head in this case has s 7 
4 concentric rings of holes about one-folU'th 'C5 
of an inch apart along the side of the tube. ~ 6 
G i a Pitot nozzle in which an annular series .!; 
of slots are provided in the static head .!; 5 
instead of the small round holes which are ~ 
usually used. Experiments indicate that 1! 4 
small round holes are in general a more reli-
able means of determining the static pressure. 
The preSSlU'es developed by these nozzle 
for the ordinary speed range of airplanes i 
indicated in figlU'e 2.3 The ClU've marked 
l' represents the theoretical values computed 
3 
by the P T12 law. The larger differential pre -
sures developed by nozzle A and B are due 0 
to the slight suction caused by the hoods. 
ozzles C and E developed pres ures which 
are the same within the experimental error. 
C,Ei'lt,o, 
1/111;'-
VI 
A II 
l~ rJ/  r} 
I //, 
/1 1/1/ 
Vi if 
L 11/ 
ilL rl 
Yl t 
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III ~ 
~ 1I 
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'(J ~ 
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~~ 
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~ 
30 60 90 /EO /50 
Speed in miles per hour 
FIG. 2.-Calibration of Pitot nozzles shown in fig. l 
Nozzles D, F, and G are al 0 practically identical in performance. With the exception of 
nozzles A and B the value agree closely with th~ theoretical curve, which shows that Pitot 
nozzles may differ con iderably in the detail of construction and still follow closely the P P law. 
A series of nozzles of the Venturi and Pitot-Venturi type are shown in figure 3. A represents 
a single Venturi nozzle of French design. At the side of the tube about two-thirds of the dis-
tance from the forward end can be seen an annular row of hole which constitute the static 
openings. In this nozzle the suction and static tubes are concentric. B is a German double 
Venturi nozzle and C a French double Venturi nozzle. In both of these a small Venturi tube 
is located at the tln-oat of the large Venturi tube a,nd concentric with it. A greater differential 
pressure is thereby obtained than with the single nozzle. In these nozzles no static connection 
is used. D and G are Pitot-Ventill'i nozzle made from the design of Dr. A. F. Zahm for use 
• 'l'hese results and those on Venturi tubes which follows were obtained in cooperation with the Wind Tunnel Stall of the Bureau of Standards. 
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on naval aircraft. D is of electroplated copper and G of cast aluminum. These have hoth 
a pre sure and a suction nozzle. The suction nozzles are distinguished by the long protruding 
cones and the Pitot nozzles by the short orifices on the supporting arm of the Venturis. By 
their combined acLion these nozzles develop a larger differential pressure than either the Pitot 
or Venturi alone, but they are rather large and heavy. '1'hey are attached to one of the outer 
struts of the airplane with the supporLing arm inclined downward at an angle of 45° to prevent 
water choking the tubes. 
Another form of Pitot-Venturi nozzle imilar to tho Zahm but much smaller and equally 
ctrectivc as rcgards the differentictl prcssUl"C clevelopcd is h wn in E. Thi nozzle was developed 
A B 
c 
G 
D F 
FIG. 3.- Yenturi " nrl Pitot·Venturi nozzles 
nt Lhc J3ureau of 'lillldards in collaboration with Lho J3 urOinl of Aircraft Production. F is i ~ 
double Venturi nozzlo of French de ign. The V cnLuri Lube, which i tho upper of the Lwo 
shown in th illusLmtion, i str eam lined on Lho outside. This nozzle was do ignecl for use with 
the Tou saint-Leporo recording air-spoed indicator hown in figure 2l. 
Venturi nozzle havo tho advantaae of doveloping much greater differential prossures than 
Pitot nozzle, so that more ruagecl indicator can bc used with them, which is a consideration 
in view of tho vibra,tion and other unfavorable conditions 1, which tho indicator is continuou ly 
ubj ected in use. On the other hand light difference in the size and hape of Venturi nozzles 
introduce large changes in the pres ures devdoped so thaI, it is difncult to manufacture Venturi 
nozzles of required uniformity, while Pitot nozzle are in ensitive to wide variations of dimen-
ions and shape. At present Pitot nozzles are used almost entirely in England and Venturi 
~------ -
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nozzles are generally used in France. During the recent war American nozzles were almost 
entirely of the Pitot-Venturi type. Most German nozzles are Venturis. 
Calibration curves of the above Venturi nozzles are shown in figure 4. The performance 
of the American Pitot-Venturi nozzles D, E, and G is represented by curve D. E. G. They are all 
designed to develop the samo differential pressures. The French Pitot-Venturi F gives slightly 
larger values for the dillerential pressure, but 
not quite so large values as the single French 
Venturi A with static connection. At corre- 60 
sponding speeds the two double Ven turi nozzles 
Band C give practically three times the dif-
50 ferential pressure developed by any of the other 
instruments. 
Indicators.- Themechanismsof l'epl'esenta- ~ 40 
tive air-speed indicators of the Pitot and Venturi ~ 
type are hown in accompanying photographs'. '0 
Figure 5 is an early Foxhoro indicator of ~ 30 
American manufacture for use with the Pitot .~ 
nozzle shown in figure lB. The nozzle is .~ 
connected to two batteries of small metal dia- ~ 20 
phragms D. In addition to the elastic resist- ~ 
ance of the diaphragms themselves to t.he 
internal pressure developed by the nozzle, small 10 
coiled springs S are provided, which conncct 
all of the units of each battery. The motion ~ 
_. 
J 
f 
lI' 
f ~ 
~ 00"" 
)-
/fB 
/; 
Iff 
// 
If 
l 
I ~ 
/. " ~;F 
~ d-' '' ~ / ,/ /0 
~ ~ 
~ 
of the diaphragms is transmitted by the levers 0 20 40 60 80 100 
L to the sector K which engages a pinion on Speed in m iles per hour 
the pointer shaft. The reservoir R which is FIG. 4.-Calibratlon or Venturi and Pitot·Venturi nozzles shown in fig . ~ 
inserted between the nozzle connection and the diaphragms is provided to damp the oscillations 
which would otherwise he set up by momeutary fluctuations in the nozzle pressure. This 
indicator is ~uch larger and heavier than the later types used during the recent war. The 
scale is also not uniform, being considerably compressed at the low-speed end. 
-
5 
L D 
F IG. 5.-Foxboro air·speed ind icator, P itot type F IG. G.-Sperry air·speed indicator 
The Sperry instrument shown in figure 6, of American manufacture, is provided wi th a 
single corrugated metal capsule D. It i u ed in connection with the Piiot nozzle shown ill figure 
IE. The rliaphragm D pres es against the steel pin P which h\18 a helical groove in its outer 
surface. A screw A in the frame B engages the groove. The indicating pointer is fixed to the 
upper end of the sLee] pin P and as the diaphragm expands the pin P is forced out axially and 
rotated simultaneously by the action of the spiral groove, thereby indicating through the dis-
42395-25t- 2 
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placement of the pointer, the magnitude of the deflection of the dial hragm. This transfer 
mechanism is imlle, but friction effect are larger than in instruments of the sector and pinion 
type, and, moreover, it is not practicable to vary the pitch of the spiral groove sufficiently to 
make the scale uniform. 
Figure 7 is the mechanism of a Munroe Pito t indicator of Briti h manufacture which has a 
single diaphragm made of silver. This diaphragm is connected by a short lever arm to the arbor 
A. At the end of the arbor is a pin P which terminates at the lot . The expansion of the 
~phragm causes th e arbor A to rotate and the pin P to lide along the lot S, thereby dis-
p I T 
F IG. i .- Munroe air·speed ind icator 
placing the sector T. This sector mesbe with a pinion on the shaft f the indicating pointer 1. 
The sliding contact at the slot is used to make the scale more nearly uniform by regulating the 
direction of the slot relative to the sector so as to increase the relative de£lecLion for the lower 
velocities. A hairspring is attached to the pointer shaft to prevent backlash. 
Figure 8 represents a Smith indicator of the Pitot type. It is of British manufacture. 
The two corrugated metal diaphragms D which are offset, are COlmected by a lever mechanism 
to opposite sides of the arbor A. Otherwise the transfer mechanism is the arne as that of the 
indicator just de cribed. Both were designed for use with a nozzle of the type F, figure 1. 
A 
1<'10. .- n ith a ir-speed indica tor 
The instrument shown in figure 9, an Ogilvie instrument, also British, is provided wiLh a 
diaphragm D of rubber, the tension of which is reguiaLed to conform Lo the range of pre sm s 
to be mea lll'ed. It is used in connection with a Pitot tube. The transfer mechani m is very 
imple. A ilk fiber F attached to the center of the diaphragm passes over a small idler M and 
is wound around the pointer stake T. The pressure nozzle of the Pitot tube is connected to 
the chamber on one side of the rubber diaphragm and the static connection to the other. The 
differential pressure thus obtained cause the diaphragm to expand, thereby unwinding the 
fiber from the pointer stake and indicating a deflection depending upon the pressure developed_ 
The baek of the instrument is cup shaped. With increasing pressure the diaphragm expands 
I 
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until it comes in contact with the back, thereby protecting the diaphragm from injury under 
excessive pressure. This instrument i impler in con truction than any of Lh oLhers of the 
same type, but i difficult to readjust if thrown out of 
adjustment. This indicator was de igned for use with 
nozzle E, figure 1. 
Figure 10 how a Clift instrument which ha a 
diaphragm of doped silk, D. It is of British man-
ufacture. The center of the diaphragm is covered 
by a metallic disk K at the center of which is a pin 
P. The pin i in contact with the pring A level' 
L attached to an arbor A rests against the pring 
At the end of the arbor i a pin which engage a 
lot attached to the sector T in the u ual manner. 
In this instrument the spri.ng S is the elastic m mber 
which takes the place of the corrugated diaphragm in 
the in trument previou ly describ d. The air-tight 
chamber on one ide of the doped ilk diaphragm is 
connected to the pressure tube of a Pitot nozzle; that 
on the other side, to the tatic tube. A a result of the 
differential pI' ssure developed the pin P is pre sed 
against the spring which in turn operates the indicat-
ing mechanism by means of the lever L. .r ozzle G, figure 
1, was designed to use with this indicator. 
T 
M . 
F 
FlO. g.-Ogilvie air-speed indicator 
An Atmos Pitot indicator of German manufacture with doped silk diaphragm is shown in 
figure 11. A pin attached to the plate P in the center of the diaphragm presses against the 
FIG. lO.-Clift air-speed indicator 
spring S which is in contact with the steel ball B at the end of the adju table lever L which 
in turn is attached to the arbor A. The pin T also attached to the arbor A supports the fine 
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fiber F which is wound around the stake of the pointer. The expansion of the diaphragm 
presses the spring S against the ball lever L, thus rotating the arbor A and causing the fiber F 
to unwind and move the pointer. Aboye the spring S is a second spring I supported at both 
ends and depressed near the center by an adjustable set screw K. The lower spring conforms 
to the cmved surface of the upper spring I which is adjustable, thus making it po ible to 
vary the openness of the scale. The lever L also provides an additional means of adjustment. 
This indicator was designed for use with nozzle C, figme 1. 
Pitot nozzles are sometimes used with liquid manometer indicators. Figure 12 show 
such an indicator, the Pioneer, of American manufacture, de igned for use with the nozzle 
FIG. ll.-Atmos air·speed indicator FIG. 12.- Pioneer air·speed indicator, liquid type 
shown and also in figure 1D. The 1'e ervoir at the base is of large diameter compared with 
that of the column of liquid which indicates the air peed, 0 that practically all of the motion 
of the liquid is in the tube. The velociLy i read directly from the scale which is graduated 
in miles per hour. A similar device, the Elliott, of British manufacture, is shown diagram-
maticallyin figme 13. In thi case,in tead of a single large reservoir at the base of the indicator 
tube, two narrow reservoirs A and B are provided, one on each ide. There are also safety 
traps C and D between the indicator and the nozzle connection to prevent the loss of the 
indicating liquid in case the in trument i inverted. The scale is adjustable for zero correction. 
The liquid type of indicator is not much u ed at present. Aside from the possibility of los 
of liquid which would give erroneous readings, and also tilting errors the scale of the instrument 
is not uniform, being excessively compre sed at the low velocity end. Moreover, it is the general 
opinion that a dial with an indicating pointer i much more ea ily read at a glance than a liquid 
column so that the former type of indicat.or i preferred by most aviators. 
Figme 14 represents a Badin in trument of French manufacture designed for use with 
the double Venturi nozzle shown in figure 3 C. A single corrugated metal capsule is used. 
The tran fer mechanism is essentially the same as that of the Pitot instruments just described. 
The motion of the diaphragm D rotates the arbor A and presses the pin P against the sector T, 
which engages a pinion on the poin tel' shaft . The indicator hown is for use with a Ven turi 
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tube. Instruments of this design are also used with Pitot tubes. In this case a knife edge 
projects from the sector T beyond the pivot V. The pin P makes contact with the knife edge 
on the oppo ite side of the pivot from that s.hown in figure 14 0 that the direction of the motion 
o 
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FIG . H.-Badin air-speed indicator 
FIG. 13.-Elliott air-speed indicator, liquid type 
of the pointer i the same in both Pitot and Venturi instruments, although in the former case 
the diaphragms expand and in the latter contract. 
Figure 15 show and improved type of Badin mechani m. A small contact disk P attached 
Lo Lhe diaphragm pushes again t the jewel J at the end of the hort counterbalanced lever L 
5 p 
FIG. 15.-Badin air-speed indicator, improved type 
attached to the arbor A. The pin K operates the sector which meshes with the pinion 
attached to the pointer. The sector Sf serves as a counterbalance for the sector S. Jeweled 
bearings are used throughout except those of the arbor A. 
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The Bruhn indicator shown in figure. 16 is of German manufactme and was designed for use 
with the nozzle shown in fig-me 3B. The m echanism consist of a single bronze diaphragm 
which contracts, thereby rotating the scctor by means of tho connecting strip T. The sector 
engages a pinion on the stake of the pointer. 
Figmo 17 represents a Bristol instrument of the Pitot-Venturi type of American manufac-
tme, designed for use with nozzles hown in figme 3 D, E, and G, all of which develop the same 
differential pressme. It is provided with two superposed diaphragms. Their motion under the 
differential pressure of the Pitot-Venturi nozzle is transmitted by the lever L to the arbor A and 
thence by the pin P to a movement of the sliding contact 
type identical in principle to those previously described. A 
coil of capillary tubing 0 is inserted between the diaphragms 
and tho nozzle connection to dampen the vibr ation of the 
pointer under the action of wind gusts encountered in 
flight. The same r esult is al 0 ometimes obtained by 
inserting baffle plates in the connecting tubes. The baffle 
plate con ist of eli ks of thin metal perforated with small 
hole. Still another method of damping vibration is to 
connect the case instead of the diaphragm to the suction 
nozzle, thereby increasing the volume of air displaced, 
which tends to neutralize momentary fluctuations in 
pres ure. 
FIG. lG.-Bruhll ai r·speed indicator 
Figme 1 is a Foxboro instrument of the Pitot-Venturi 
typo, which is made by the same American manufactmer as the Pitot instrument shown in 
figm 5. It i de igncd for u e with the Pito t-Ventmi nozzles shown in figme 3 D , E , and G. 
The indicator i similar in construction to the Pitot in trument except that in the Pitot-Venturi 
form the diaphragms contract instead of expanding under the resultant differential pre ure. 
The levers from the diaphragms to the sector are connected so as to make the pointer ro tate in 
the arne direction in both in trument . The Pitot-Venturi instrument is also provided with 
adjustable springs T which arc used to give a uniform calc by con training the motion of the 
diaphragms when the differential pressme ha become sufflcient to bring the pins P in con tact 
p 
FIG. 17.-Bristol air·speed indicator 
with the spring T, thu increasing the re j tance to motion for the larger velocities for which the 
differential pre smes are proportionally greater. 
The Precision instrument shown in figme 19, an American instrument of the Pitot-Venturi 
type designed for use with nozzles D, E , and G, figme 3, is provided with thr e superposed metal 
diaphragms. The ball and slot transmission is used but differs from those previously described 
in that the slot is cmved instead of straight . By properly choosing the cmve of the cam the 
scale of the instrument can be made practically uniform. The transfer mechanism i statically 
balanced by a small weight W attached to the arbor A. The yoke Y is provided with adjusting 
screws. 
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Figure 20 hows a King instrument, aloof American manufacture, designed for use with 
the Pitot-Venturi nozzle shown in figure 3 D , E , and G. The mo tion of the diaphragm is trans-
mitted to the arbor A, at the end of which is fastened a hairpin B of stifl wire which make liding 
contact with a second wire 0 attached to the sector . The instrument is adjusted by bending 
the wil'e 0 and the hairpin B. A wide range of adjustment is in thi way po sible. On the other 
hand, a slight roughne s 01' corrosion of the wire or hairpin 
greatly increase the friction errOl and slight accidental bend- T 
ing of the wires seriou ly aflect the calibration. 
Figure 21 is a Toussaint-Lepere recording air- peed indi-
cator of French manufacture. It i aloof the Pitot-Venturi 
type and de igned for u e with the nozzle shown in figul'e 3F. 
It i provided with two rubb er diaphragm which are inclosed 
in the chambm 0 and 0'. These diaphragms are built up of 
annular stampings of rubb erized fabric which are cemented to-
gether in the form of cylindrical bellow. The diaphragm are 
atLac.3ed to the con necting roel R whi h in tum actuates the 
lever ystem L and the pen P . The ela tic re i tance member 
is the spring This in conjunction with the level' y tem 
provide a pract ically uniform calc. The Pitot nozzle i con-
nected to the chamber 0 and the Venturi to the chamber 0'. 
The record i made on a graduated chart K which i fa tened 
Lo a drum operated by clockwork. 
Figure 22 is a olombel instrumen t of French manufac-
ture in which the combined air- peed indicator and aHitude 
readings are obtained on a single chart. The ail'-sp cd indi-
cator element i shown at A. It con i ts of a imple corru-
FIG. IS.-Foxboro air-speed indicator, Pitot· 
\ 'enturi type 
gated metal diaphragm element which i connected by a le' ·cr sy Lem L Lo the pointer P. It 
is de igned for u e with a Venturi nozzle. 
A French device of the pre ure plate type i hown in figur 23. The displacemenL of the 
square plate B emder the air pre sure develop d is oppo ed by the pring Th(' amount of 
the displace!llent i a measure of the ai l' pc d. Thi is in dicated by the motion of the pointer P. 
FIG. 19.-Preeision air,speed indicator 
The magnitude of the Q.'(CUl ion can be regulated by the adju tment of the leverage of the arm 
A and the ten ion of the pring at K. 
Another in trument of the pre ure-plate type the P ensuti, is shown in figure 24. It is of 
Italian manufacture and "as exten ively used on Italian airplanes during the recent war. A 
small circular aluminum plate P i attached to the lever L. Thi moves the sector which 
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B A 
FIG. 20.-King ni r-speed ind ica tor 
FIG. 21.-Toussiant-Lepere recording nir-speed indicator 
p 
FIG. 22.- Colombel combined recording nir-speed indicator aod barograph 
F ro . 23.-Eteve ni r-speed in dicator 
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meshes with a pinion on the pointer shaft. The motion of the lever under the air pressure is 
resisted by a pring R. The amount of the displacement of the lever and the re ultant motion of 
the pointer is a measure of the air speed of the airplane. The dial is marked to indicate mini-
mum, maximum, and ordinary speed, but is not graduated in units of speed. The brass button 
shown on the dial are adju table, so that the minimum, maximum, and ordinary speed can be 
FIG. 25.- Iorell ai r-speed indicator 
FIG. 24.-Pensuti air-speed indicator 
changed according to the plane on which the in trument i mounted. The indicator is located 
on a strut, Or in plane of the pusher type near the front of the fuselage. 
Figure 25 show a Morell in trument of the anemometer type, of German manufacture. 
The rotation of the cup anemometer A force the weight. W of the centrifugal tachometer to 
which it i attached out from the axis of revolution in opposition to the prings This dis-
placement lifts the pin P through the action of the lever L. The lower end of the pin is ftttacbed 
to the sector K which meshes with a pinion on the pointer 
shaft. The amount by which the pointer is displaced is pro- A 
portional to the di placem nt of the wight W which in turn --f=~$q~?E(­
depends upon the rate of revolution of the cup and thus on the 
speed of the airplane. Thi instrument i al 0 elf-contained 
and i located on a trut of the ail'llane or el ewhere away from 
the propeller slip stream, from which position it is read at a 
distance by the pilot. 
Figure 26 shows the indicating element of a Favre-Bulle 
distant reading anemometer air- peed indicator. It ha two 
A 
FIG. 26.-Favre-BuJJe air-speed indicator 
c 
pairs of cups A onnected to a synchronizing commutator B. This commutator converts 
direct current from a battery or generator into three-ph a e alternating current which i supplied 
through bushes to the field coil of a ynchronous motor attached to the indicating element of 
a centrifugal tachometer on the in trument board. The frequency of the alternating current 
and con equently the rate of rotation of the tachometer motor depend on the rate of rotation of 
the commutator. 
42395-25t- 3 
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GENERAL SPECIFICATION A D P ERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 
Under the conditions of u e air-speed indicators are subjected to wide variations of tem-
perature and pre sure, to vibration and expo ure to the weather. The instruments must, 
therefore, be carefully designed and constructed, and made to conform to rigid specifications 
which from the manufacturer's point of view is difficult becau e of the inherent delicacy of 
construction. 
The mechanism is ordinarily made of brass to minimize corrosion and the diaphragm , if of 
metal, bronze, German silver, or similar alloys. teel and silver diaphragms have also been 
used. The dial should be of metal, and adequately thick to prevent warping under service con-
ditions. The case is generally made of aluminum or light aluminum alloy. The entire indicator 
need not weight more than 1 Y2 pounds. 
The dial graduations should preferably be concentric with the case. Important figure 
such as 30, 60, 90,120, and 150 should be about 8 millimeter high to be easily read, and ordinarily 
are made luminous with radium paint. The scale should be approximately equally divided. 
The pointer should be cOlmterbalanced, and it is ordinarily illuminated on the indicating end. 
The bushing should be of brass or other noncorrosive material so that the pointer can be easily 
removed for resetting. The pointer should be free to swing past the zero point. 0 stop at 
zero should be used. It is generally nece sary to dampen the movement of the pointer of in-
struments of the Pitot and Venturi type by in erting a coil of fine copper tubing inside the case 
between the diaphragms and the suction connection Or to insert in the tubing small baffle plates 
perforated by fine holes. 
For convenience of replacement all the parts should be made with sufficient accuracy to 
insure interchangeability with corresponding parts of any other instrument made to the same 
speeifications. . 
The relation between the pre sure developed at the pressure- nozzle and the corresponding 
air speed should be given by a table or formula, and the indicator required to be accurately 
calibrated in comformity therewith. For ordinary Pitot nozzles thi relation is 
V=45.18 h (7) 
For the P itot-Venturi nozzle designed by Dr. A. F . Zahm and at present used by the United 
States Aviation Service 
V=17 . 9 h ( ) 
where V is the velocity in m. p. h . and h the corresponding differential pre sure in inches of 
water. 
It is practicable to make air-speed indicators so that the scale errors at room temperature 
do not exceed 1 per cent of the total scale range at any part of the scale. When calibrating, 
readings are usually taken wi th the dial vertical while tapping the indicator to eliminate friction 
error, and with both increasing and decrea ing scale r eadin/!s. Indicators should be calibrated 
a t low and high temperature as well as at room temperature ince a wide variation of temperature 
is experienced in flight . The maximum scale error over a temperature range from - 100 
to +400 C should not exceed 2 per cent f the total scale range at any part of the scale, when 
readings are taken both with increasing and decrea ing scale readings and with tapping. 
To test the effect of continued vibration such a is experienced in use, the indicators are 
subjected in the laboratory to vibration on a uitably constructed vibration stand for everal 
hour . During vibration they are generally maintained at approximately half-scale deflection , 
in which condition the pointer should not 0 ciUate appreciably, certainly not more than 1 per 
cent of the total scale range. After vibration for at least five hour , the errors at no part of 
the cale should exceed 1 per cent of the total scale range. 
To test the effect of changes of position, Teadings should be taken in laboratory tests when 
the inclicators are changed from a vertical to a horizontal position and when rotated laterally 
to the right or left through an angle of 90 0 • The differences should not amount to more than 
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1 per cent of the total scale range. The pointer should move smoothly under a uniformly 
increasing preSSUl'e suJE-cient to give full scale deflection in not Ie than 15 second. As a 
further te t of friction the difference in readings before and after tapping is taken. Thi 
hould not exceed 1 per cent of the total scale range. 
The elastic properties of the diaphragms may be tested by ubj ecting the indicators for at 
lea t one minute to a differential pressure approximately 50 per cent greater than that required 
to produce full scale deflection. Not more than five minutes after the release of the pre ure, 
the pointer, with tapping, should return to zero within the linear equivalent of 1 per cen t of 
the total scale range. While under this pre sure diaplu'agm and ca e may be tested for leaks. 
As a fUl'ther indication of the elastic behavior of the diaphragms the indicators may be sub-
jected for several hour to a pre SUl'e sufficient to give full scale deflection. After the release of 
thi pre SUl'e the pointer hould retUl'n, with tapping, within five minutes to approximately zero. 
The pointer hould have ufficient quickne s of re pon e to return to re t within one 
econd after the release of a pre sure corresponding to a deflection of approximately 100 mile 
per hoUl', and after a sudden change of pressure, corresponding to approximately 10 miles per 
hour, the pointer hould a sume its new position within one econd. 
RESULTS OF TESTS ON AIR-SPEED INDICATORS AT THE BUREAU OF STANDARDS 
The re ult 4 of te ts conducted recently at the Bureau of tandard on Pi tot-Venturi in-
struments are given in Table 1. The instruments are grouped according to the manufactUl'er 
as indicated in column 1. Column 2 gives the number of instrument subj ected to the tests 
indicated in the succeeding columns, with the exception noted at the bottom of the table. In 
column :3 are the average cale error in mile per hour computed by fir t finding the average 
of the errors without regard to ign for each in trument and then the average of these averages 
for each make of instrument. I n column 4 are the average difference of readings with increa -
ing and decrea ing deflection computed in the arne manner ; in column 5, the average differ-
ence in reading before and after tapping the in truments; in column 6, the averag change in 
reading dlie to maintaining the instrument at full cale deflection continuou ly for five hour ; 
in column 7, the average change in reading due to subjecting the instruments momentarily to 
a pressUl'e 50 per cent greater than that corresponding to full cale deflection. The in truments 
of groups Band C were made by the arne finn, but tho e in group C, which represent an im-
proved model, were so much better than the previous amples as to wan'an t placing them in a 
separate group. The improvement between groups Band C i repre entative of the develop-
ment in air-speed indicators of American manufacture dUl'ing the recent war. 
TABLE 1.- Results of tes ts of aiT-speed meters 
BY THE BUREAU OF STANDARDS 
-
Errors in miles per hour 
Manufac- 1 umber I turer ofinstru· Average Average A \"erage meDts scale h~~:r. fri ction error 
-- ------------
A ....... 19 1.19 
B .•••.•. 1 4.03 
C ••..... 29 1. 05 
D •• .... 17 2.05 
• Average of 16 instruments. 
+ Average of 14 instruments. 
± Average of 22 instruments . 
• Average of 16 instruments. 
0.79 1.28 
3.7 0.94 
1.11 0.75 
1. 59 ·0.66 
Average Average 
drift over-pressure 
------
'0.93 0.65 
+2.00 4.02 
±1.1O I 0.44 1. 30 1.96 
• The author is indebted to Mr. H. O. Stearns, formerly of the Bureau of Standards, for the compilation of these data. 
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ALTITUDE EFFECT ON AIR-SPEED INDICATORS 
Since the pressure developed by Pi tot and Venturi nozzle 5 is proportional to the density 
of the medium with reference to which they ar e moving and th e quare of th e peed, the pressure 
developed by uch nozzle for a given velocity is Ie s at high al ti tudes than at the surface of the 
ear th (a t 20,000 feet approximately one-half as great) . Consequently an air- peed indi ator 
which depend upon dynamic pre ure for its velo ity indication and is calibrated for air at 
sea level density will show reading at high altitudes which are too low. This does not affect 
the use of the in trument as a buoyancy meter, however, ince the buoyancy effect will be the 
same for a given peed reading whatever the altitude, al though the airplane mu t be flying 
faster at high alti tude to produce a given reading. 
If P is the pressure developed by the nozzle, Vs the speed of the airplane, V the reading of 
the in trument, K a con tant depending upon the con truction of the nozzle, P the density of 
the ail', and Po the standard den ity for which the instrumen t was calibrated 
(9) 
A uming that the den ity of the air i propor tional to the barometric pressure and the 
absolute temperature 
B To 
P= Po BoT 
wh ere B is the barometric pressure and T the absolute temperature of the air. 
ubstituting in Eq. (9) 
or 
Vs = F V where F i the multiplying factor-J~i 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
The change in air-speed indicator readings at different al titudes and for different tempera-
tures are shown in figure 27, from data computed at the Bureau of tandard,s on the basis of 
this formula and th e a umption that the r eading of the instrument are independent of 
compressibility and vi cosity . The pre sures in millime tel of mercury are plot ted as absci sre 
and the factor by which the ob erved indicator reading must be mul tiplied to give the correct 
velocity wi th reference to the air a t variou altitude and for different temperatures a ordinate . 
The al t it ude were computed by the al titude pre ure r elation : 
H = 62900 10g}59.6 
P 
Where H is the alti t ude in feet and p the barometer pressure in millimeter of mercury. 
(13) 
An in trument for computing th i corro tion, known a the Appleyard air- peed compu ter, 
has been devi eel. It solve the expression 
Vs= v-J~o (14) 
and hence correct the indicated air speed V only for change of pressure. If the air temperatur 
is known, further correction can be made by ub tracting 1 per cent of the air speed as determined 
by the computer for each 5.50 C. below 160 C. 
The in trument con ists of two concentric circular scales rotatable relative to each other. 
Air peeds are graduated on the inner scale and altitude on the outer. The indicated air speed 
is set again t the altitude and he corrected air peed i read opposite. 
• The limitat ions of this statement are discussed in Report No. 110, National Ad visory Committee for Aeronautics, 1920 . 
• Propared by Mr. n. . Eaton, of the Bureau of Standards. 
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AIRCRAFT SPEED INSTRUMENTS 
PART II 
TESTING OF AIR-SPEED METERS 
By H. O. STEARNS 
1 TRODUCTION 
There are three types of te t which may be made to determine the accuracy of air-speed 
meters; flight tests, win i-tunnel te ts, and static or laboratory te t. The flight te t require 
that the in trument be in tailed in an airplane, and that a measured cour e be cho en. Ate t 
of thi kind when properly carried out give the most complete corrections, for it include not 
only the error in the in trument and pI' sure head , but al 0 a correction due to the location 
of the pres ure head. Ordinarily, however, owing to varying atmospheric conditions, a number 
of correction mu t be made to the data taken to obtain the de ired result. The winel-tunnel 
te t give the correct performance of th ombined indicator and pre sure nozzle uncleI' COll-
dition which can be reo-ulated wi th a con iderab le degree of accuracy. The ,vind tuno I i 
al 0 the mo t co nvenient mean by which the errors of the pre ure nozz le alone can be deter-
mined, but the error due to the po ition of the pressure nozzle can not be found in this manner. 
For an exact determination of thi , free flight te ts are nece sary. The method of combining 
wind tunnel and tatie te t will be di cu ed Jater. 
The tatic te t are app lied imply Lo the indicating part of the insLrument which i treated 
for this purpose a a deli cate pre ure o-age. Thi i an accurate method of determining the 
error a uming the pre sure delivered hy the pressure nozzle to h correct. The statie Le ts 
are tho e to which the Aeronautic Instrument ection of the Bureau of Standards ha gi \-ell 
special attention, and a more complete description of these wi ll be given here than of the othe r 
test. 
LABORATORY APPARATUS FOR STATIC TESTS 
The apparatus neces ary for te ting various types of PitoL and Venturi air- peed meten; 
include manometers with uitab le regu laLin o- Yalve , a vacuum pump, or some ource of 
reduced pre sure, Ire ure pump, temperaiur chamber, and ,ibratino- board. 
For the t t a vacuum. equivalent to 12 or more inches of mercury hould be a'ailablc. 
The pre ure does no t need to be greater than 4 to 5 inche of mercury. ince the test are 
static, a large capacity i not neces ary in the exhau t ystem. The mo t e sential part of the 
equipment i the manometer and there are two types which are in gen ral u e- the U tube and 
th single-tube manometer . By changing the density of the liquid the lengths of these manom-
eter can be varied over a wide range. For the manometer , tubing at least a fourth of an 
inch in diam ter should be u ed in order to reduco a much as pos ible the effect of capillari ty. 
The standard manometer u ed at th Bureau of tandards is a single-tube water manom-
eter with lOO-inch column. It carrie a cale graduated in inche and in miles per hour, also 
a scale in knot for calibrating Navy in trument . The mile per hour cale wa taken from the 
calibration chart of the Zahm pre sure head as determined in the Washington J avy Yard wind 
tunnel, for which the corresponding formula i V = 17. 9, fh, where V i in mile per hour and h 
in inches of water. Another singl e-tube water manometer i u ed for calibrating indicator to 
22 
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be used with Pitot pressure heads. This has a scale graduated in cm. and another in miles per 
hour according to the formula V =45.1 ..jh for the units above mentioned. A U-tube water 
manometer (see fig . 1) is u ed for most of the testing, since it is more convenient than the longer 
single-tube manometer. 
To facilitate the rapid te ting of in truments, a control valve is used with the test apparatus, 
which makes it possible to set the instruments at a predetermined reading in a comparatively 
F",. 1 
' hort time. Till is a four-way yah' c \\'hich con trol ' the Itow oJ the air to or from thc instru-
ments at any de ired rate. 
Instruments are tc ted in a temperature chamber to detennine the e!Tects of temperature 
on the working part. The chamber u cd at the Bureau of tanuarcl ' is ahou t 4 feet lona and 
3 feet deep (fig. 2). It is double-walled and has a 3-inch . pace between the inner and 
outer wall filled with heat-in ulating material. The front i clo cd by a sliding double plate 
glass window so that the instruments can be read from out ide. At the back of the chamber 
a cooling coil is located which ha a radiating surface of about 26 square feet. With ammonia-
cooled brine a temperature of -100 0, is thu obtained. Electric heatel are attached to the 
upper part of the chamber, as shown in figure 2. With hoth of the e connected a temperature 
of 60 0 O. can be maintained. Two -inch variable p d fan arc u eel to keep the air in circula-
tion. The rack shown in figure 2 i u eel Lo hold the in lrumenl while under test. This rack 
is equipped with a tapping device by which the in tnunent arc tapped b fore each reading. 
It is operated electrically from outsid of the chamber. 
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A vibrating board is u ed to determine the effect of vibration such as is experienced on an 
airplane, and also 10 see if the pointer of the instrument vibrates under conditions approxi-
mating those of actual flight. Tho upper part of tho board is arranged to hold the instrument 
rigidly in place during vibration. Below the horizontal board is a motor for producing the 
vibrations. In figure 3 can be seen the board and an automatic device for stopping the motor 
at any desired time. To the motor is attached an eccentrically loaded fiywh e1. The position 
FIG. 2 
of the load can be varied, thus making it possible to change the character of the vibrations for 
any given voltage on the motor. Lamps and rheostats can be so arranged as to secure any 
required speed for the motor. For a given location of the load on the flywheel, and a given 
speed, the amplitude of vibration depends on the inertia of the board. Hence, the desired 
amplitude should be secured by making final adjustments after the instruments are in place. 
PROCEDURE OF TE TS 
Before beginning a test the valve of the testing apparatu are adjusted so that both arms 
of the manometer are open to the air. The zero reading is then noted, and if necessary read-
justed. It is advi able to run the manometer to a full scale reading and back before beginning 
a te t. This wet. the tube and prevents irregular capillary effects. Instruments of the dia-
plu'agm typ are then ubj ected to the following tests: 
Zero readirzg.- Bcfore any strain has been put on the diaphragms of an instrument its 
zero r ading should be taken. 
Tests for Zeaks.- After all the connections have been made, a differential pressure sufficient 
to give a 50-mile per hour deflection should be applied and held for 10 to 15 seconds to test for 
leaks. It has been found convenient in making connections with rubber tubing to use glycerin 
to insure tight joint and (\,1 0 to enable tho onncction to be made easily. 
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Oalibration before vibration.-An initial calibration is made to determine the condition of 
the instruments as received and to form a basis for studying later the effect of other tests. The 
instruments are connected to the test apparatus previously described and thc prcssurcs rcquired 
for a series of scale readings determined first with increasing scale readings to full scalc deflec-
tion and then immediately afterwards with decreasing scale readings back to zero. If a single 
instrument is to be tested, it is often bes t to adjust the pressure until the pointer of the instru-
ment stands at a predetermined mark on the scale. If, howevcr, scveral instruments are to be 
tested, it is more convenient to set the manometer and then read the instruments. The errors 
during this test at no part of the scale should be greater than 1 per cent of the total scale 
FIG. 3 
range eithcr with increasing or decreasing readings. Instruments are always tapped imme-
diately before reading. 
Vibration.-For this test the vibrating board previously de cribed is used. The instru-
ments are vibrated for several hours. During vibration the pointer should not oscillate at any 
part of the scale more than 1 per cent of the total scale range. 
Oalibration after vibration.- The object of this calibration in which the procedure is the 
same as that made before vibration is twofold: To determine if the vibration has injured the 
instrument, and to give a room temperature calibration with which to compare the subsequent 
temperature tests. The error due to vibration for everal hours should n')t exceed 1 per cent 
of the total scale range, if the in trument is to perform sati factorily under the actual condi-
tions of use. 
Temperatul'e tests.- The instruments are placed in the temperature chamber and the tem-
perature raised to about 50° C. After the instruments have been given time enough to come 
to practically the same temperature as the air in the chamber, they are calibrated as in the 
previous calibration. The eITor during this run should not at any time exceed 2 pel' cent of 
the total scale range. This al 0 applies to the cold run. For the cold test the procedure is the 
same as in the hot test, except that the temperature is lowered to _10° 
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Friction and inclination tests.- The e two tests are run at the same time. The instru-
ments are slowly brought up to a given reading which is noted. The instruments are then 
tapped, and the reading again noted. The difference between these two readings constitutes 
the friction error. After recording the econd reading the instruments are turned into a hori-
zontal plane, tapp d, and the reading noted. The difference between the third and second 
readings is known a~ the inclination error. either of the e errors should exceed 1 per cent of 
the total cale range. 
Drift.- For this te t a differential pres ure ufficient to produce nearly full cale deflection 
i ~ applied to the in trumen t :for everal hour. The change of reading during thi time is called 
the drift. This should not exceed 1 per cen t of the total scale range. 
Overpressure.- A differential pre sure 100 per cent greater than that required for full 
scale deflection is applied for one minute. If the poin ter returns approximately to zero, it is 
assumed that no damage ha been done. A stud y ha been made of the effect of overpressure 
on the calibration curve, from which it was :found that in some cases a permanent displacement 
occurs, thus changing the calibration of the instrument. 
The re ult of test on a representati e instrument of Pitot-Venturi type of American 
manufacture are given below. It \Va calibrated at room temperature before and after sub-
jection to vibration imilar to that experienced in actual flight, and at _7 0 C. and +47 0 C. by 
applying measured differential pre ures to the in trument. Readings were taken at approxi-
mately equal intervals up the calc to :full scale deflection and then immediately afterwards 
back to zero. The corresponding speed in miles per hour were found from the pressure velocity 
chart previou ly referred to which was prepared at the Washington J avy Yard wind tunnel 
for use with the Zahm pres ure nozzle. 
In column 1 of Table I are the reading~ of the instrument in miles per hour. In the even-
numbered columns are the additive corrections for increasing differential pressure, and in the 
odd-numbered columns, aSter column 1, the same for decreasing differential pressure. 
Instru· 
ments 
read· 
ing, I miles 
per bour 
TABLE I.-Ai7·-speed I ndicator Calib7'ation 
SERIAL N O. 137. I N D E NT . 0. 2 
-----------~---------~ 
Corrections 
at +250 C., 
before vi bration 
Up D own 
Corrections 
at +250 C., 
after vi bration 
Up D own 
Corrections 
at _70 C., 
cold run 
Corrections 
at + 470 C., 
bot run 
_1_1 ___ 2 _ 3 5 5 6 7 ________ 9 __ 
30 + 4. 0 +2.0 +3.0 + 1. 7 +3.3 +2. 3 +2.5 +0. 5 
60 +2.4 + 1. 0 +2. 0 + 0. +2.7 +1.5 + 1. 5 +0.2 
90 +2. 0 + 0.3 + 1. 7 +0.3 +2.2 + 1.4 + 1.0 - 0.2 
120 + 1. 3 + 0. 4 + 1. 2 + 0.4. +2.2 + 1.4 + 0. 5 - 0.6 
140 + I. 0 +0. 3 +0. 4 + 0. 6 + 1. 7 + 1. 4 O. 0 - 0. 6 
160 + 1.0 +1.0 + 1. 0 + 1. 0 + 1. 5 +1.3 0.0 0.0 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
~ffect oj tempemtu?·e .- The r adiogs of the in trumen t at _7° C, arc lower than the room-
temperature readings on the average by about 0.5 mile per hour, whereas the reading at 
+47 0 C. are higher by about the sam amount. 
FJJect ojvibmtion.- A slight decrease of the additivr correction in the middle calc readings 
resulted from vibrating the instrument for Jive hours . 
fi'r'iction test.- R eading taken br[ore and after tapping in no ca c how differences exceed-
ing 1 mile per hour. There was a slightly irregular motion or the pointer under gradually 
applied pre ure. 
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Inclination test.- Readings taken with the in trument, vertical and horizontal, showed a 
maximum difference of 2.5 miles per hour at the 30-miles per hour point. This should be Ie 
than 1 mile per hour. 
Drift.- The error caused by the elastic fatigue of the diaphragms was determined by 
applying for five hours a differential pre sure ufficient to produce a scale reading of 155 miles 
per hour. This error wa 1.3 miles per hour. 
Ove1'pres ure.- An increase in reading amounting to about 1 mile per hour resulted from 
applying for 1 minute a pre ure of 130 inches of water. 
The result are hown graphically in figure 4. 
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FIG. 4.-EfTect of vibration and temperature on nn air-speed indicator 
METHODS OF COMBI I G WI D-T EL TESTS WITH STATIC TESTS 
The purpose in thi ection i to indicate briefly the method of obtaining the calibration 
curve of a given pressure head and indi ator by combining the re ults of wind tunnel and tatic 
laboratory test. In general, the procedure is as follow : 
A wind-tunnel test i made on the pres ure nozzle in which the relation between the pre -
ure de\eloped by the nozzle and the velocity of the corre ponding air tream is directly deter-
mined. The re ult of this te t are plotted on logarithmic paper, with the air peed a one 
axi and the pres ure as the other. This curve will be a straight line within the ordinary range 
of airplane peed if the pres ure hea 1 follow the p VZ law. The differential pre ures corre-
sponding to a serie of indicator reading are then found in Lhe laboratory with a manometer 
in the usual manner. The peed corresponding to the e pre ure are computed from the 
logarithmic plot and the correction found by u btracting (algebraically) the in trument reading 
from the true reading. A plot of these point i made, and the smooth curve drawn through 
the e points i the calibration curve. An example of this procedure i seen below in ome 
test made on Venturi air- peed meters by the Bureau of tandards in cooperation with the 
Washington Navy Yal'd , where th wind-tunnel te t were made. 
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TABLE II .-Wind-tunnel data 
DOUBLE-THROAT VENTURI 
Speed in 
miles per 
hour 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
!\5 
60 
65 
70 
Suction in 
inches of 
water 
1.89 
3.07 
4. 87 
7.06 
9.10 
12.15 
14.90 
18.20 
22.30 
26.55 
29.60 
From the above a curve was plotted on logarithmic paper. With suction in inches of 
wflter as ordinates and speeds in miles as abscissas, this curve is shown in figure 5. 
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FIG. 5 
In Table III are shown the data of a static test on the indicator, and the corrections 
computed from the above calibration of the nozzle. 
AIRCRAFT PEED IN TRUME ~TS 
TABLE IlL-Static tests 
RE.\ 0[ , G TAKEN WITH INCREASING SUCTTO, 
Suction in Reading, 'l:'ruespeed, Correction, 
inches of miles per miles per miles per 
water hour hour hour 
7.34 39 36 -3 
11. 88 48 45 -3 
14.88 4 45 -3 
14.88 .,3 52 -1 
17. 1 57 54 - 3 
21. 10 61 - 3 
31. 59 73 70 -3 
46.20 86 83 -3 
63-10 98 96 -2 
82. 0 III 108 
I 
-3 
4.0 113 109 . - 4 
READ I NO TAKEN WITU DECREASI:-rO SUCTTO T 
I Suction ill Reading, Trnospeed, Correction. 
incbes of miles per miles per miles per 
water hour bour bour 
6.26 40 34 
I 
-6 
10.80 50 44 -6 
1.1.95 57 52 - 3 
22.3 64 60 -I 
32.6 76 72 -4 
47. 5 9 85 -4 
63. 3 100 H6 -4 
In Table IV are hown the result of wind tUl1l1el and tatic Le t 
ments. The fact that the averaO'e di crepancy between the te tIle 
i noteworthy, considcring the eITor which may enter . 
29 
7 on a. series of instru-
than 1 mile per hour 
In the static te ts the 01'1'01' are largely due to Lhe difficulty of reading th· ll1strument. 
An accuracy exceeding 0.2 mile per hour i rarely attained ince the manometer can only 
be read to about thi degree of accuracy. In wind-tunnel te t Lhe rapid fluctuation of the 
manometer reading introduc more serious error. When the 1'e ul t of the two te ts are com-
bined there may be a further elTor due to interpolation. 
T ABLE IV .-r'omparison 0/ wind-ttmnel tests wilh static calibrations 
1 nstru· 
ment 
l' 
F 
I' 
F 
F 
B 
R 
n 
R 
B 
B 
I' 
Instru· 
ment 
No. 
110 
225 
63 
324 
345 
25 
9 
9 
71 
282 
261 
5 
I Reading, 
miles 
per 
hour 
i ,1 
76 
77 
67 
67 .. , 
65.5 
67.5 
40. 
70.5 
70. I 
68 
72 
Static 
calibra· 
tion cor-
rections 
, cal. I 
('orrocted rcading tandard 
scale corrected I'itot DitTer· 
ence 
reading Ve~[uri reading 
error I 
67.2 65.0 66.3 -1.3 
67. 65. 6 66. 3 -0.7 
72.5 70.3 66 . .1 , +3. 
88.2 66.0 66. 6 -0.6 
68.5 6fi.3 67.7 -0.4 
67.3 65. t 67.3 -2.2 
.3 66. I 67.5 -1.4 
50.0 47. 53.6 -5. 
70.6 68. 4 67. 5 +0.9 
70.6 .4 67.5 +0.9 
69.7 67.5 67.4 +0. I 
71. 1 68. 9 67.5 +1.>1 
I Pitot· Venturi No. 138-B used with all instruments. At 65.6 miles per bour by Bureau of tnndards tnodard Pi tot J -B, reads 67. miles 
pcr hour, which gives a correction of -2.2 miles per hour. 
o The ditTerence o3tIVcen up and down readings at this point amounts to 3 miles per hour. 
FLIGHT TESTS 
Flight tests on air-speed indicator involve determining imultaneou ly the reading of 
the instrument during flight and the speed of th airplane it elf relative to th air by an inde-
pendent method, which usually consists of mea uring the time of Oight of the airplane over a 
measured cour e. In general, uch ob e1'vation are made from the ground, although it i al 0 
po ible with suitabl arrangement to determine ';'ithout the u e of an ordinary air- peed 
indicator the air speed of an airplane from the a.irplane it elf. One of the difficulties enCOUll-
tered in all of the e measurements of air speed i that of eliminating the effect of the wind 
, These resu lts were obtained in cooperation with tbe wind·tunnel stnIT of the Bureau of Standards. 
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which, in general, is not constant either in magnitude or direction for any considerable length 
of time. 
The method most usually adopted i to conduct the experiment when no wind is blowing, 
or to select a mea ured cour e in the direction of the wind and have the airplane fly back and 
forth across thi cour e with and against the wind. At each end of the course an observer i 
stationed who notes with the aid of ighting wires the exact moment at which the airplane 
pas es the Ie ignated point. The time intervening between the e ob ervations is determined 
either by the usc of ynchronized stop watches or preferably a chronograph, and from this and 
the known length of the cour e the speed of the airplane can be calculated. The mean of the 
measurement with and again t the wind o-ives the true air peed of the airplane. Compari on 
of the e observation with those obtained from the readings of the air-speed indicator on the 
plane it elf make it possible to determine the errors in the peed indicator. If stop watches are 
u ed, some method of signaling between tations such as a telephone must be provided. At the 
exact momenL when the airplane pas es th fust station the ob erver starts his stop watch and 
igoal to the econd station, who al 0 starts his watch. When the airplane reaches the second 
tation, on signal from the econd ob erver , both stop watches are imultaneously topped. 
The average of the readings of the two watches is taken as that of the time of transit of the 
airplan ov r the course. If a chronograph is used it is provided with two recorcting pens. 
One is connected to a tandard clock which makes a mark on the chronograph record each 
second; the other, connected electrically to the tation of the measured comse, records the 
time when the airplane pas e the ob erver , each of whom pre e a key to make a.. mark on 
the chronograph trip. The interval between the two mark, as determined by the series of 
one- econd mark on the chronograph recor 1, makes it po sible to obtain within 0.1 second 
the true time of transit of the airplane. The e observations, together with those made on the 
air-speed indicator dming the flight, provide the neces ary data for computing the correction 
of the air-speed indicator itself. If the course is not exactly in the dir ction of the wind the 
magnitude and direction of the latter mu t be determined by meteorological methods, and a 
suitable correction applied. Because of the variability of the wind thi i ordinarily a 
trouble ome and uncertain factor. 
The speed of the airplane can al 0 be found from the airplane it elf by the use of a measmed 
cour e, or of two objects on the ground a known di tance apart, by determining with a uitable 
sighting device and top watch the time required for the airplane to fly back and forth be ween 
the elected points, which should be in the direction of the wind. The air speed is determined, 
as in the previou case, by taking the average of the observations with and again t the wind, 
and this value ompared with the average of a series of reading taken imultaneously on the 
air-speed indicator. 
The di turbing effect of the wind can also be eliminated by flying over a selected triangular 
course, the distance between the three point which determine the triangle having been care-
fully measured. From the time required to fly over each of the known distance the effect 
of the wind can be determined. 
It i also po ible to calibrate air- peed indicators by determining the position of an airplane 
in flio-ht at Jr quent intervals with the use of theodolites or camera ob curas located on a base 
line of known length. The speed of the plane at the variou positions at which ob ervations 
are taken can then be computed, and the air-speed indicator calibrated by comparing these 
peeds with tho e read at corresponding times on the air-speed indicator carried on the airplane. 
These methods will not be considered here at length because they pertain to investigations 
relating to the performance of the airplane itself rather than to the calibration of air-speed 
indicators. 
Additional data sufficient to determine the temperature of the air and the barometric 
pre ure arc also required for flight te t of air-speed indicators becau e the readings of the 
in trument depend on the density of the air. Thi i particularly true in the case of the la t-
mentioned method, where observations at varying altitudes are made. 
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P ART III 
PRINCIPLES OF GROUND-SPEED MEASUREMENTS 
By FRANKLIN L. HUNT 
MEASURI NG GROUND SPEED FRQM THE GROUND 
The measurement f the speed of aircraft relative to the ground is of great importance in 
long-di tance flyina, in bombing operation, and in connection with aircraft performance tests. 
The problem of finding uitable methods for the purp se has been given l1mch thought, but as 
yet no entirely atisfactory olution has been found. 
Method which have been considered may be divided into two elas e~ : (1) Tho e applicable 
0::; ontially to aircraft performance tests in which the speed of the aircraft i mrasurcd from t,he 
ground, and (2) the much more important class in which tho ground peed is determined from the 
aircraft it elf. 
Of the former methods, the one most commonly u~ed i that of measuring the speed of the 
aircraft over a mea ured cour e. The principal difficulty in this ca e is that the wind may 
introduce errors which are difficult to eliminate. This can bo t be done by cl('cting a COUl e 
exactly in the direction of the wind. By determining the time required A 
to .oy over such a course, first in one direction and then in the other, the ----.--~ 
eaect of the wind can be liminated, as uming that the speed of the 
aircraft is constant, by taking the average of the ,elocities wilh and 
against the wind. When ground speed i determined by this method, '8 
an observer i ordinarily stationed at each end of the mea ured course 
to note with a top watch or record on a chronograph the time of tran it 
of the airplane. Telephonic or telegraphic communication i provided 
between thc stations to coordinate the time data. 
Another pos ibility is to select a triangular cour~ e and to determine the time required for 
the aircraft to fly over each of the three legs. The effect of the wind can then be determined 
graphically as follows: 1£ WA, WE, and W represent in maanitude and direction the three 
vrJocities attained on the triangular COllI e, the radiu OA of the circle drawn through the point 
A, R , and 0 will repre~ent th velocity of the airplane, and WO the ,clority and direction of 
the wind. 
The 'difficulty here is that it i almo t impo ~ible, if there is a trong ide wind, 
to fly exactly over the corners of the course. 
Another method essentially of a military nature and applicable only where bombing area 
are available, is to fly twice over a chosen course, once exactly ,vith the wind and again exactly 
against it and to drop each time two bombs at a definitely determined time interval. From the 
timo interval and the distance between the spot where the bombs strike, the effect of the 
wind can be eliminated and the peed of the aircraft found. IIere again, it i al 0 possible to 
eliminate the effect of the wind by making three flights in different directions and from the 
three values of the velocity and the directions of the flight to eliminate the effect of the wind 
by the graphical method previously de cribed. To obtain the nece a1'Y accuracy by thi 
method, the interval at which the bombs are dropped hould be at least from 5 to 10 seconds. 
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It is also pos ible to determine the speed of aircraft from the ground by the use of theodolites. 
If only one in trument is available the ground speed can be found by using it in conjunction 
with a barograph by making a serie of azimuth and altitude ob ervations with the theodolite 
at known time intervals, and determining from the barograph the corresponding altitudes . 
More accurate determinations can be made by using two theodolites located one at each end of a 
measured ba e line. This base line hould, if possible, be at least a mile in length. In thi ca e 
altitude and azimuth observations are made at known time interval with each instrument, from 
which, ,vith the length of the base line, the ground speed of the aircraft can be determined. Tele-
graphic and telephonic communication b tween the two tations is provided to coordinate the 
time data. In a recent in trument of thi type, photographic record of the readings of the 
instruments are obtained by the use of an esp cially con tructed film camera attachment. The 
shutter of the camera is operated electricnJly and the film i advanced automatically after each 
exposur. A chronograph i also provided which records the time when each observation is 
made. This in trum nt has the advantage that an ob erver is not r quired to reeord the settings. 
Moreover, ince the ettings are recordod instantaneou ly they can be made at more frequent 
interval , whi h increase the accuracy of the results. It i al 0 pos ible by suitable electrical 
connection to reeord the settings of the in trument at both end of the base line simultaneously, 
in which case the observer at each theodolite must keep hi in trument trained con tantly on 
the aiTCraft. further refinement would be to provide the theodolite with telescopes having 
camera atta hed and in this way obtain, imultaneously, records of the readings of both instru-
ment and the po ition of the aircraft in the telescopic :lield . 
Another method, the same in principle, i to place camera obscuras at the ends of a mea -
ured base line and plot the position of the aircraft at defulite time intervals. The plots ob-
tained, together with the optical onstant of the cameras, and the length of the base line, 
provide the noce ary data for computing the ground speed of the aircraft. 
MEASURING GROUN D SP EED FR OM AIRCRAFT 
The method of d t rmininO' ground peed from the aircraft itself are also subject to dassi-
:lication, according 01' not a they depend upon eeing the ground. The former are essentially 
optical, th latter dynamical or electrical. 
If a sighting telescope is available the ground speed can be determined from the airplane 
by flying over either a straight or triangular measured course, or between any two objects on the 
ground of known distance apart and noting the time required. This method 
j ossentially one previously described where ob ervations are made from the 
ground. The statement made in regard to the effect of the wind and methods 
of eliminating it apply equally in this case. 
B 
The type of optical ground-speed indicator mo t commonly used on air-
craft, the type ordinarily seen on bomb sights, depend upon determining with 
a top watch the time required for some object on the ground to pass botween 
two ighting point on the ground-speed indicator in a horizontal line longitudinal with rofer-
ence to the aircraft. Tho ground peed is alculated from (1) the ratio of the distance aflart of 
the two sighting points, (2) the di tance from the horizontal line defined by them to a third 
ighting point at the observer's eye, and (3) tho altitude of the aircraft. The principle may be 
demon trated as follows: 
Let a = distance from line b to the eyepiece. 
b = di tance between the two sighting points. 
A = the altitude. 
B = the di tance traversed by the aircraft while the object appears to move between the 
two sighting points. 
t = time in cconds req wred. 
E = speed of tho aircraft. 
Then by geometry 
But B = t 
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It is also pos ible by a suitable optical arrangement to neutralize the apparent motion of 
objects on the ground as viewed through a tele cope, or to cau e some reference point in the tele-
scopic field to move at the same rate a the image of the object on the ground. If then, the 
rate at which the telescope or the image in the telescopic field is moving is determined, and the 
altitude of the aircraft is known, the ground speed may be found. A number of devices of this 
kind have been in ven ted. 
Another method is to introduce by means of a rotating telescope, or similar device, an artifi-
cial drift at right angle to the actual drift relative to the ground. From the direction of the 
resultant apparent drift and the magnitude of the artificial drift the ground speed can be com-
puted. The principle may be illustrated graphically as follow: 
Let OG repre ent the ground speed of the aircraft the magnitude of whi b i Lo be founel 
and the direction of whi h is shown by the use of some drift device' OD 
the known artificial dril t introduced at right angle to the ground speed 00 D~ R 
by the rotating telescope or other device OR will then represent the resultant 
apparent drift a seen through the rotatinO' telescope and if the anO'le e (7 
a G between the artificial drift and the re ultant apparent drift is mea ured the 
magnitude of the ground peed can be calculated by the relation 
OG = OD tan e. 
Considering now the dynamical method, i t is theoretically pos ible to obtain the speed 
of an aircraft by determining the time integral of the acceleration to which it is ubjected. It 
has been proposed to do this by upporting a mas betwe n pring 0 that it i free to move in a 
horizontal plane in a fore and aft direction. The displacement of the rna under the e circum-
stance will be proportional to the acceleration of the aircraft. The time integral of thi dis-
placement may be obtained mechanically and hown on a direct reading dial, but the inherent 
friction of the integrating mechanism and the inevitable accumulation of error in integraLion 
seriously limits the practicability of uch device. Moreover, it is nece ary that the rna s move 
only in a horizontal plane to prevent accelerations of the mass due to gravity which can appar-
ently be brought about only by gyro copic stabilization. 
The principle involved may be demon trated a follow : 
Let M = mass upported by the spring. 
x = displacemen t of rna s M due to the acceleration of the aircraft. 
v = velocity of the aircra,ft. 
0= constant of prop or ionality depending on the strength of thc prings. 
t=time. 
The force exerted on the mas M due to the acceleration of the aircraft is 
dv F = M dt 
This force is also proportional to the displacement of lJ1 since the reaction i due to the 
resistance of the springs, hence 
F = Ox 
Equating 
and integrating 
'u= M J~xdt 
i. e., the velocity is proportional to the time integral of tbe displacement of the rna s j),1, whi h 
in turn is proportional to the acceleration of the aircraft. 
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Ground speed may also be determined by observing the displacement of a mass in opposi-
tion to a resistance proportional to' the velocity of the mass. Such a resistance might be either 
of mechanical or electrical origin. An experimental model made at the Bureau of Standards8 
to illustrate this principle consists of a metal ball, free to move along a horizontal glass tube 
filled with oil. Owing to the viscosity of the oil the ball experiences a resistance proportional 
to its velocity. The principle is as follows: 
Let m = the mass of the ball. 
v=its velocity with reference to the viscous medium. 
Vo = its absolute velocity in space. 
R=resistance which it experiences. 
x = the displacement of the mass in time t. 
c = a constant of proportionality. 
Then R = - cv since the resistance is proportional to the velocity. 
But also R = m d;; by the laws of motion. 
Therefore 
Intergating 
and since Vo does not differ appreciably from the ground speed of the aircraft, the displacement 
is evidently a measure of the ground speed. This device would also require stabilization, 
which in this case presents the special difficulty that the movement of the ball displaces per-
manently the center of granty of the stabilized system. 
The recent development of directional wireless telegraphy methods has presented another 
possibility for ground-speed measurement. With a suitable receiving apparatus, the position 
of the aircraft at successive intervals of time with reference to two sending stations of known 
distance apart may be determined, and from these observations the ground speed computed. 
It has also been suggested that methods of determining the potential differences set up 
electromagnetically in conductors on the aircraft by their motion through the earth's mag-
netic field might be developed and applied to the measurement of the speed of the aircraft with 
reference to the earth. The practical difficulty is to avoid the equal opposing electromotive 
force set up by the return wu:e of the electro magnetic circuit. Moreover, varying static poten-
tial differences in the atmosphere encountered by the aircraft in flight might ea ily introduce 
troublesome disturbances of such magnitude as to swamp the main effect. 0 practical device 
of this kind has thus far been made. 
SUMMARY 
Of the methods of determining ground speed from the ground, the measured speed course 
is the mo t exact. Of the methods from the aircraft itself the optical methods mcntioned are 
practicable and reasonably precise but troublesome to the aviator because they require that 
observations be made at frequent intervals. Of the methods not depending upon the earth 
being visible, the wireless triangulation method appears most likely to yield practical re ulLs. 
a Suggested by M. D. lJersey. 
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